
Recommendation Concerning Proposed Legislation

A number of sections in the Tennessee Code authorize licensing agencies to

suspend a professional license or certification for failure to pay student loans. Most

of these sections are derived from 1999 Pub. Acts ch. 476 and 2012 Pub. Acts ch.

519. 

In addition, Section 37 of Tenn. Sup. Ct. Rule 9 provides for suspension of

an attorney’s  license when the attorney has been determined to be in default on

a repayment or service obligation under any federal family education loan

program, a student loan guaranteed or administered by the Tennessee Student

Assistance Corporation (“TSAC”), or any other state or federal educational loan or

service-conditional scholarship program.

The General Practice Solo Section should recommend that these Code

sections be repealed and that the Supreme Court rescind Section 37 of Tenn. Sup.

Ct. Rule 9.

Other Existing Means of Collection for Most Student Loans Are Sufficient 

1. There may be  no statute of limitations. The Higher Education Technical

Amendments of 1991, Pub. L. No. 102–26, 105 Stat. 123 (1991), 20 U.S.C. §

1091a(a), retroactively eliminated statutes of limitation on actions to recover on

student loans. Before that act was adopted, the statute of limitations period for

suits was six years, commencing from the date the loan was assigned to the

Department of Education. After the adoption of that Act, Congress provided that

actions to collect on defaulted student loans were no longer subject to any statute
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of limitations, and revived all actions which would have otherwise been

time-barred. United States v. Phillips, 20 F.3d 1005, 1007–08 (9th Cir. 1994).

2. The United States may offset Social Security benefits to collect certain

student loans.  In 1996, the Debt Collection Improvement Act subjected Social

Security benefits to payment of certain student loans. Lockhart v. United States,

546 U.S. 142, 142–43 (2005).

3. The Bankruptcy Act makes it difficult if not impossible to discharge a

student loan debt. 11 U.S.C. § 523(8). A debtor seeking discharge of student loans

due to “undue hardship” must make a three-part showing: (1) that the debtor

cannot maintain, based on current income and expenses, a “minimal” standard of

living for herself and her dependents if forced to repay the loans; (2) that

additional circumstances exist indicating that this state of affairs is likely to persist

for a significant portion of the repayment period of the student loans; and (3) that

the debtor has made good faith efforts to repay the loans. In re Tirch, 409 F.3d

677, 680 (6th Cir.2005) 

4.  The  Fair Debt Collection Practices Act does not apply to the TSAC. Little

v. Tenn. Student Assistance Corp., 537 F. Supp. 2d 942 (W.D. Tenn. 2008),

What Were the Reasons for Adopting These Code Sections?

When considering the repeal of Code sections, we should consider why a

section was adopted. Any proposed repeal would require an analysis of why the

General Assembly considered this penalty was necessary. 

The 2012 Act passed by a substantial margin in the state senate. 
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The TSAC adopted procedures to determine default. Tenn. Comp. R. & Regs.

1640-01-23.

According to a TSAC presentation, the TSAC considers the license review

program to be a “viable program” because it encourages borrowers into a

successful repayment plan. According to that presentation 9,000 borrowers are in

the program and it has recovered $77 million in defaulted loans. 

According to a 2015 article in the Chattanooga Free-Press,  4,236 unique1

Tennessee borrowers had their professional licenses suspended for failing to pay

their student loans since the license review program started in 2009. It noted that,

with qualifications, 3,185 of those have been reinstated.

Not all states have similar provisions. A summary review indicates that

twenty-two states have such laws. 

According to an Article from NPR in 2015, Montana passed a  bill to take

away license revocation as a consequence for student loan default, but Iowa did

not .2

The suspension or revocation of a professional license or certificate is

unnecessarily punitive. The TBA should consider recommending repeal after

investigation.
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http://www.timesfreepress.com/news/local/story/2015/aug/04/failed-pay-your-student-loan-if-youre-profess/318051/

 http://www.npr.org/2015/04/08/398037156/states-review-laws-revoking-licenses-for-student-loan-defaults
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